At their March 2020 meeting, the Trustees agreed to make the following grants to Cambridge University Departments, Centres or Schools. In most cases there is a requirement on the recipient to supply matching funding, usually from an external source.

**Strategic Grant:**

- **Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology:** £129,638 over three years towards salary costs, to prepare for the move of collections to the *Centre for Material Culture Conservation* (applicant: Professor Nicholas Thomas)

**Research Grants:**

*Schools of Biological Sciences and Clinical Medicine*

- **Genetics:** £28,448 over six months towards salary and consumable costs for *Prevention of recurrent urinary tract infections* (applicant: Dr David Summers)

- **Physiology, Development and Neuroscience:** £20,331 over five months (partly in the form of underwriting) towards salary costs for *Insights into hair-cell development from the lateral line system of electroreceptive vertebrates* (applicant: Professor Clare Baker)

*Schools of Physical Sciences and Technology*

- **Engineering:** £24,137 over six months towards salary costs for *Evolution of tooth surfaces at the nanoscale due to acid-erosion* (applicant: Dr Colm Durkan)